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(11.2.7)   Ifu is a compact mapping ofE into F, the restriction ofu to any vector
subspace Ex ofE is a compact mapping ofEi into i/CEj).
For by (11.2.6), that restriction is a compact mapping of EA into F.
If B is a bounded subset of El9 w(B) is then a compact subset of F, and as
w(B) c m(e!), w(B) is relatively compact in
Example
(11.2.8) With the same notations and assumptions on the function K as in
(11.2.3), let now G be the prehilbert space defined by the scalar product
(f\g) =j* f(i)g(t) dt on the set VC(I) (6.5.1); we write the norm
(/I/)1/2 = ||y||2 to distinguish it from the norm ||/|| = sup|/(f)|, and we still
t el
denote by E the space ^C(I) with the norm ||/|| ; the identity mapping/->/of
E into G is continuous, since ||/||2 ^(b — a)l/2 - \\f\\ by the mean value
theorem; but it is not bicontinuous, nor is G a Banach space. The Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality (6.2.1) is written here
(11.2.8.1)        I P/COrtO dt**( f V(OI2 dt] ( |\(OI2 dt) .
[ Ja	\Jfl	/ \Ja	/
With the same notations as in (1 1 .2.3), we therefore deduce from (1 1 .2.3.1 )
and (11.2.8.1) that |^ - t2\ ^ 6 implies
(11.2.8.2)	l0(fi)
and similarly \g(i)\ ^ k(b - a)i/2 - \\f\\2 for any t e I. Hence, by the same
argument as in (11.2.3), /-» Ufh a compact mapping of G into E; and as
the identity mapping of E into G is continuous, /-> Uf is also a compact
mapping ofG into G by (11.2.6).
(11.2.9.) Let E, F be two Banach spaces, E0 (resp. F0) a dense subspace ofE
(resp. F), u a compact mapping ofE0 into F0, u its unique continuous extension
as a mapping ofE into F (5.5.4). Then u(E) c F0, and u is a compact mapping
ofE into F0.
It is immediate that any ball \\x\\ < r in E is contained in the closure
of any ball of center 0 and radius >r in E0 (3.13.13) hence any bounded
set in E is contained in the closure of a bounded set B in E0. But w(B) is
contained in the closure in F of the set w(B) = w(B) by (3.11.4); now, w(B)

